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Abstract Background: Models are a useful tool to increase the developer’s
productivity and satisfaction when performing maintenance tasks. However,
in order to maximize these advantages, the right selection of notations must be
made. Unfortunately, the software engineering field lacks a body of empirical
evidence that supports such selection. A suboptimal decision in this regard
may have negative consequences over the maintenance process.
Goal: To compare a textual and a graphical notation with respect to the ef-
ficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction of software developers while performing
analysability and modifiability tasks on two different applications.
Method: We have carried out a quasi-experiment with 86 3rd-year students of
the Computer Engineering degree at the University of Alicante. Subjects were
randomly classified in two groups, and each group performed 20 maintenance
tasks with a textual and a graphical notation. We measured and compared the
efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction of subjects assigned to each treatment.
Conclusions: The analysed data show that the coverage of analysability and
the efficiency of modifiability are affected by the type of notation used, re-
gardless of the application. In both cases, subjects using the textual notation
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performed significantly better. This study needs to be replicated to extend our
conclusions to other subject profiles and application types.

Keywords MDE, Maintainability, Analysability, Modifiability, Quasi-
experiment, Notations

1 Introduction

In Software Engineering, models are widely used to improve the quality of
software development processes. Among their benefits, models help developers
(1) to create and communicate software designs in early stages; (2) to trace the
design back to the requirements, thus helping to assess the degree of fulfilment;
and (3) to apply iterative development processes, where models facilitate the
application of quick and frequent modifications [39]. In Model Driven Engi-
neering (MDE) approaches, such models are core development artefacts, that
need to be not only created but also maintained during the whole software
product lifecycle.

In previous works, it has been empirically proven how the use of models
in the context of a model-driven approach has a positive impact on efficiency
and effectiveness of maintenance tasks [22], and also on developer’s satisfac-
tion [23]. In these experiments, results of performing the maintainability tasks
using models were compared with the results of performing the same tasks
directly on code. However, the degree of achievement of these benefits can be
greatly impacted by some hidden factors that were pointed at as threats to
validity in those studies, among which the quality and suitability of the chosen
modeling language for the tasks at hand, the tools, the modeling processes, the
knowledge and experience of modelers, and the quality assurance techniques
applied over the models stand out [26]. This means that, in order to obtain
the expected benefits by modelling, project managers need to choose the ap-
propriate modelling language, editor and process, according to their goals and
the empirical data available. Unfortunately, such empirical data is still scarce
in the discipline.

In this paper we present an empirical study that isolates one of these vari-
ables, the quality of the modelling languages, while keeping the others (editor
and process) constant. Such quality has two subcomponents: (1) the quality
of the underlying (conceptual) basis of the language (i.e., the abstract syntax,
usually represented in a meta-model) and (2) the quality of the external (vi-
sual) representation of the language (i.e., the concrete syntax or notation) [18,
34]. In this experiment we have centred on the representation of the language,
while maintaining the abstract syntax also constant.

In particular, we have measured the impact and effect size of two different
notations on the results of cognitive activities involved in MDE maintain-
ability, namely model understanding and error detection and correction. Our
departing hypothesis is, based on existing literature [2,28], that the notation
used impacts such results.
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Notations can be broadly divided into two categories: graphical or textual.
According to [28], graphical languages are fundamentally different from textual
languages in two main aspects: how they encode information and how they
are processed by the human mind.

However, the empirical evidence regarding to what extent such differences
affect the developer’s task outcomes is still insufficient [42,13].

This paper aims at increasing the amount of such empirical data by com-
paring, by means of a quasi-experiment, the efficiency, effectiveness and satis-
faction of a group of novice software developers while performing maintenance
tasks -regarded by many as the most expensive phase of the software devel-
opment lifecycle [3]- over an object-oriented domain model using two concrete
syntaxes, one textual and one graphical.

The contents of the paper are organised as follows: Section 2 introduces
the main concepts used in the definition of the study. Section 3 describes
our quasi-experiment design, including the context of the study (Section 3.1),
the hypothesis and measures (Section 3.2) and the data gathering procedure
(Section 3.3). The analysis of the data is outlined in Section 4, together with
the threats to the validity of this study. Then, a discussion of the results and
their relationship with previous research is presented in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6, draws the main conclusions of the paper and outlines the next steps
of our research.

2 Background and Definitions

To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that, so far, have measured
the maintainability of software models in MDE environments from a notational
point of view, which is the aim of our study. Examples of related but different
research lines include model measures validation (see e.g. [21]) or influence
of the use of aspects such as patterns [38] or documentation [19] on model
maintenance. Also, in the last years we have witnesses an increasing number
of papers that tackle the impact of using models vs. not using them on aspects
such as productivity and maintainaibility of the applications (see e.g. [37,6,
22]).

However, several authors have discussed the theoretical advantages/ dis-
advantages of using textual and graphical notations. Such research papers
constitute the basis for the definition of our experimental hypotheses, and
they are presented next.

2.1 Impact of notation on the maintainability of models

Given the variety of proposals supporting both textual and graphical nota-
tions, several authors have discussed the manner in which the choice of a
graphical or a textual modelling language affects different quality features of
the software development process. Jouault et al. [15] state that the implemen-
tation of the textual notation keeps the information of line and column in
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Table 1 Main benefits of each notation type.

Textual Notation Graphical Notation

(+) Analizability
(+) Consistency checking
(+) Platform and tool inde-
pendent
(+) Shorter learning curve

(+) Representation of
thoughts
(+) Accessible
(+) Spatial reasoning
(+) Ease programming task

the model, which may improve the analysability of the textual model. In the
same line, Petre [36] points at the fact that, since using textual modelling lan-
guages is similar to programming, the learning curve is lower than for graphical
representations, which may increase the efficiency of these languages with re-
spect to their graphical counterparts. Jackson et al. [14] consider that the use
of a textual notation leads to a more efficient process of consistency checking.
Grönniger et al. [12] also indicate that the use of this notation type contributes
to improving the analysability (due to spatial efficiency) and the modifiability
(due to their platform- and tool-independence, which makes possible the use
of version control systems) of the model.

Regarding the advantages of a graphical notation over textual ones, Petre
[36] argues that graphical notations may ease the comprehensibility of mod-
els, since they provide a more direct mapping between internal and external
representations of the domain. In the same line of thought, Kosslyn [17] also
suggests that if relations among objects are visually or spatially grasped, it
may be easier to derive a mental model of a system structure, and in this
sense graphical representations would outperform textual ones. More focused
on software development, Spohrer and Soloway [40] report that the use
of graphical notations can help to avoid language constructs misconceptions,
since they give more scope for visual or spatial reasoning than the text-based
languages. Last but not least, Myers [30] comments on the superior attrac-
tiveness of graphical representations over textual ones, and offers a reason for
it: ’graphics tend to be a higher level description of the desired actions (often
deemphasizing issues of syntax and providing a higher level of abstraction)
and may therefore make the programming task easier even for professional
programmers’.

In a position in-between we can cite Agnyal [1], who claims that using two
synchronised notations (graphical-textual) for the domain model improves its
maintainability.

Table 1 summarises the main arguments for and against each notation
type.

Next, we introduce the definitions of the main concepts that contextualize
our experiment.
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2.2 Software Maintainability

The ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard [9] defines maintainability as the degree of
efficiency and effectiveness to which a product or system can be modified by
the developers.

According to this ISO, the maintainability of the application can be de-
composed into five sub-characteristics [9]: (a) modularity, i.e., the degree to
which a system or computer program is composed of discrete components such
that a change to one component has minimal impact on other components;
(b) reusability, i.e., the degree to which an asset can be used in more than one
software system, or in building other assets; (c) analysability, i.e., the degree
to which the software product can be diagnosed for deficiencies or causes of
failures in the software, or for the parts to be modified to be identified; (d)
modifiability, i.e., the degree to which a product or system can be effectively
and efficiently modified without introducing defects or degrading its quality;
and (e) testability, i.e., the degree of efficiency and effectiveness with which
test criteria can be established for a system.

2.3 The Domain Model

In object-oriented design (OOD) the domain model is a central element to
represent the business logic and the persistence layers of software applica-
tions [7]. Among the benefits of domain models, some stand out, namely: (a)
they define and provide a common vocabulary for the developers; (a) they
facilitate the detection of inconsistencies; and (c) they facilitate the definition
of constraints in early stages of design. It is generally agreed in the MDE com-
munity that moving the development and maintenance effort up to the early
phases of development, where the domain model is a core artefact, results in
more cost-effective maintenance processes and applications of better quality
[29].

As mentioned in the introduction, as far as notations are concerned, we
can distinguish between two main trends when representing domain models in
software development proposals. The first one consists in the use of a graphical
notation, which, usually influenced by the main de facto graphical modelling
standards (e.g., UML or ER), defines the model as a set of nodes (represent-
ing entities) and links (representing relationships among entities). The other
trend consists in representing the domain model using a textual notation.
Althought there are also textual modelling standards such as HUTN (Human-
Usable Textual Notation) [33]), most textual notations ignore them, and are
instead based on well-known object-oriented programming languages (Java,
Python, etc.). Table 2 presents a subset of the most representative modelling
approaches together with the notation they use to represent domain mod-
els. They are categorized by (a) the notation provided for the domain model
(graphical and/or textual models), (b) whether such notation is based on a
standard and (c) the underlying paradigm (object-oriented or data-oriented).
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Table 2 Main modelling approaches for domain models.

Approach Textual Graphical Standard Paradigm

UML D D OO

ER D D DO

HUTN D D OO

USE D D(UML) OO

RadarC D(UML) DO

OOH4RIA D D(UML) OO

WebML D(UML,ER) DO

OO-Method D(UML) OO

UMPLE D D(UML) OO

OO: Object-oriented DO: Data-oriented

It is important to note that, while some approaches only allow developers
to use either a textual notation (e.g., HUTN) or a graphical one (e.g., OO-
Method, RadarC), others provide both types of notations for the definition of
domain models (e.g., OOH4RIA [25],USE [11] and UMPLE [10]).

The underlying paradigm of each proposal is of particular interest, since
it determines the set of primitives made available by the modelling language.
Some domain models, such as the ones provided by ER and WebML, are
data-oriented and, therefore, they just contain primitives for representing
the data persistence layer of the application. In contrast, other models are
object-oriented (usually based on the UML class diagram), and therefore they
also contain primitives for representing business operations. More focused ap-
proaches go one step further and facilitate the definition of object-relational
mapping rules based on the domain model (e.g., OOH4RIA or RadarC).

3 Description of the Experiment

In May 2013, we performed a quasi-experiment at the University of Alicante.
A quasi-experiment is a type of controlled experiment in which individuals or
teams of individuals (i.e., the unit of study) carry out one or more tasks in order
to compare different processes, methods, techniques, languages or tools (i.e.,
the treatments) [16]. In quasi-experiments, subjects are not selected randomly,
but according to specific criteria. Quasi-experiments have been widely used
in this field even though, comparing with experiments, their degree of internal
validity is inferior. The reason for its popularity is that they facilitate the
analysis of cause-effect relationships in scenarios like ours, in which the cost
of random decisions is very high [16].
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3.1 Goals and Context Definition

Following the GQM template [35], the purpose of this study was to evaluate
the effect of the selection of a textual (OO language syntax) vs a graphical
(UML) notation for the representation of a domain model on the efficiency,
effectiveness and satisfaction while performing maintenance tasks from the
point of view of junior software developers. The context of the study is 3rd-
year undergraduate Computer Science students at the University of Alicante
using the OOH4RIA OIDE tool.

For the analysis of maintainability, we have focused our study on two sub-
characteristics: analysability and modifiability. The reason is that these are
the two maintainability subcharacteristics that most heavily rely on model
comprehension, and therefore are most directly influenced by modelling nota-
tions [27]. In contrast, other subcharacteristics such as testability, modularity
and reusability are more related to the abstract syntax of the language, which,
in our study, remains constant.

The design of the experiment is based on Wohlin’s experimentation frame-
work for Software Engineering [41].

The research questions addressed in this study, designed to be answered
with quantitative data, are the following:

RQ1: Is the objective performance of maintainability (precision, coverage
and efficiency of analysability, and effectiveness and efficiency of the modi-
fiability) affected by the use of a domain model with a textual or graphical
notation?

RQ2: Is the subjective performance of maintainability (efficiency and ef-
fectiveness perceived by the developers) affected by the use of a domain model
with a textual or graphical notation?

RQ3: Is the satisfaction of the developers when performing maintenance
tasks affected by the use of a domain model with a textual or graphical nota-
tion?

3.1.1 Subjects

The participants of this study were the students enrolled in the course De-
sign of Software Systems (in Spanish, “Diseño de Sistemas Software”). The
initial number of subjects was 86. Due to ethical issues, all the subjects were
asked to sign a form in which they accepted to participate in the study and
let their data to be used in anonymized and aggregated form for research
purposes. Two subjects declined to participate, so we finally gathered the in-
formation of 84 students. From them, 14% were women and 86% were men.
56.6% of the sample had at least one year of working experience as a software
developer. Regarding the background of the subjects on the technologies and
methods used in the experiment, the questionnaire showed that (a) 82.5% of
the subjects reported an intermediate-advanced level of knowledge in object-
oriented programming; (b) 75.4% claimed to have an intermediate-advanced
level of knowledge in relational databases; (c) 45.6% reported that they had
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an advanced level of knowledge in modelling UML class diagrams; (d) 68.4%
reported basic knowledge of OOH4RIA; and (e) 64.9% claimed intermediate-
advanced knowledge in software applications development.

78 out of the 84 subjects (92.9% of the sample) correctly filled in the
data gathering instrument corresponding to the analysability tasks (RQ1),
while 67 subjects (79.8%) correctly filled in the data gathering instrument
corresponding to the modifiability tasks. After a careful study, we can conclude
that the errors made by subjects while completing the questionnaires were
computer and network related, and therefore independent from the particular
treatments applied in the experiment, so we can assume that the obtained
results were not compromised.

After finishing the tasks, subjects were asked to fill in a questionnaire
where they gave their perceptions regarding their subjective performance and
satisfaction (RQ2 and RQ3). Again, participating in this part of the study was
voluntary. 72 (85.7%) attempted to fill in in the questionnaire, 15 of whom
did not finish. Therefore, the final sample over which RQ3 has been answered
comprises 57 subjects (67.8%).

3.1.2 Treatments: Applications and Notations

We randomly assigned all the subjects to the following two domain models:

– Massive On-line Open Course manager (MOOC). This application manages
a collection of MOOCs, facilitating the classification and sorting of the
units and the process of enrolment of students and lecturers.

– TicketSeller application (Web platform for selling tickets). This application
sells tickets for several events. The system manages the process of invoicing
for each order and the process of communication and marketing with the
customers by using mailing lists.

The main features of each model are the following:

– MOOC: 9 classes, 45 attributes, 66 operations, 9 associations, 3 enumera-
tions.

– TickerSeller: 12 classes, 68 attributes, 70 operations, 15 associations, 2
enumerations.

For each domain model, we created two representations, one textual and
one graphical, using the OOH4RIA textual and graphical notation. The use of
OOH4RIA allowed us to control all the variables related to the tool support,
since both notations were inserted in the same tool and had the same options
available, the only difference being the concrete syntax used. The table 3 de-
picts the notation of different elements of the OOH4RIA domain models. The
table has three columns: the domain element, the textual representation and
the graphical representation. First we start with the central element of the Do-
main Model, the Class element. The textual notation represents a class that
contains the name, an alias database and the attributes and operations lists.
On the other hand, the graphical notation presents a concrete syntax based
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on UML class diagrams where the class is a rectangle that has three compart-
ments: the upper one contains the name and other two compartments hold
the attributes and operations lists. Since the graphical notation cannot visu-
ally depict all the properties of the elements, it must be complemented with a
property view that follows a form-based representation. In order to depict the
attributes and operations elements, we have followed the syntax of the UML.
Thus, we represent some aspects as their names, datatype and visibility (pri-
vate, public and protected) with the same notation. However, OOH4RIA has
introduced some extensions in both elements that affect in their concrete syn-
tax. In the attribute case, we have signalized the object identifier (OID) with
a key in the graphical notation that permits to establish an adequate mapping
between the class ID and the primary key of the mapped table. Moreover, the
sqlType is used in cases where a datatype is specific of a database manager
(e.g. Oracle, SQL Server, etc.). As regards the operation element, its concrete
syntax is also affected by the abstract syntax extensions of OOH4RIA. We
have introduced the operationType property, which permits to specify the
functionality of an operation in a way that is used later to generate the final
implementation. An operation can be classified as a CRUD operation (Create,
Read, Update and Delete) or as a custom operation that represents any type
of non CRUD operation that performs an arithmetical or statistical calcula-
tion or an invocation to an external library. In the operation examples, the
figure shows different operation types. We would like to draw attention to the
ReadFilter operation called getCart that contains a Hibernate Query language
(HQL) expression to gather the Orders that are considered as a Cart (with
attribute state equals 1) from the database. In the textual notation we can,
by means of the property Filter, specify the HQL expression. The graphical
notation, however, is limited by the UML standard and it needs a property
view to specify the filter. Also, we have defined two relationships that could
be defined in an object oriented domain model: the association and the inher-
itance. On the one hand, the association is a relationship between two domain
classes that describes links between their object instances. Each association
has two roles, and each role is an attribute with the type of the class related.
It also has associated an upper and lower cardinality, a navigable property,
and an aggregationKind property that establishes a whole/part relationship
(none, shared or composite). All the association properties are expressed using
the graphical notation, e.g. the color or the presence or absence of a diamond
represents the aggregationKind, and the name and cardinalities of roles are
represented together with the link. For its part, the textual notation presents
a separated Association element that indicates the related classes and the two
different roles with their properties. The other type of relationship is the In-
heritance, that defines a taxonomic relationship between a more general class
with a more specific class. Thus, a specific class inherits the features of a more
generic one. Graphically, the inheritance is depicted with a white-head arrow
that connects the specific class with the generic class. Textually, the specific
class must include the word ’extends’ with the name of the generic class. Last
but not least, the enumeration element defines a new data type whose values
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are defined as set of literals. On the one hand, the graphical notation represents
an enumeration with a green rectangle with the type name and a container
with the set of literals with the corresponding value. On the other hand, the
textual notation also defines an individual element called Enumeration that
represents the type name and different literals.

Element Textual Graphical

Class

Attribute
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Operation

Association
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Inheritance

Enumeration

Table 3: Notation of the OOH4RIA Domain Model Elements

The complete versions of the models (textual and graphical) used in this
experiment are available as part of the experimental package at the following
URL: http://artemisa.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/GraphicTextualExp/ExperimentMaterial.
zip

3.1.3 Implementation Environment

As we have already mentioned, the tool used in this study is the OOH4RIA
Integrated Development Environment (OIDE) [24]1, developed as a collection
of plug-in components for the Eclipse framework. It supports both a graphical
concrete syntax of object-oriented domain models (based on the notation of the
UML class diagrams) and an equivalent textual concrete syntax, similar to a
traditional object-oriented language. The tool has already been used for three
years at the University of Alicante in several Software Engineering courses.

1 http://suma2.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/

http://artemisa.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/GraphicTextualExp/ExperimentMaterial.zip
http://artemisa.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/GraphicTextualExp/ExperimentMaterial.zip
http://suma2.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/
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Table 4 Design of the experiment.

Textual Graphical

TicketSeller S1-S43 (5 A. + 5 M) S1-S43 (5 A. + 5 M.)

MOOC S44-S86 (5 A. + 5 M.) S44-S86 (5 A. + 5 M.)

A: Analysability M: Modifiability S: Subject

3.2 Experimental Setup

In order to answer the research questions of Section 3.1, we applied a two way,
mixed model ANOVA design.

First, we defined two domains, and defined 20 tasks (10 analysability tasks
and 10 modifiability tasks) for each domain. We then randomly assigned the
subjects to one of the two possible domains. Subsequently, we asked them to
detect five errors (analysability tasks) and to modify five aspects of the model
(modifiability tasks) with each notation. In order to alleviate the learning bias,
inside each domain half of the users started with the textual notation, and half
of the users started with the graphical notation.

As discussed in Sect.3.1.2, both domains were similar in complexity, and
the tasks on the two domains were defined so that they were also equal in
complexity (e.g. if one task involved checking the cardinality of a given rela-
tionship in the MOOC application, the corresponding task in the TicketSeller
application equally involved checking the cardinality of a similar relationship).
Furthermore, the tasks were designed based on a taxonomy of frequently com-
mitted errors during the development of domain models by novice system
analysts [20].

The design of the experiment is illustrated in Table 4.

3.2.1 Variables

We defined the following independent variables (IV, also called factors or treat-
ments):

– Not : Notation, a categorical, intra-subject variable with two possible val-
ues: Textual and Graphical. Not is a fixed factor, since it includes the two
types of notation in which we are interested in this experiment.

– App: Application, a categorical, inter-subject variable with two levels: Tick-
etSeller and MOOC. App is a random factor, since the proposed applica-
tions just provide two examples of domain models.

The dependent (or measurable) variables (DV) were defined as follows:
Analysability measures:

– AAPrec: Actual Analysability Precision. This measure of effectiveness (type
ratio) represents the percentage of errors correctly detected with respect to
the total number of detected errors. Range: from 0% (all the errors reported
were false errors) to 100% (all the errors reported were true errors).
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– AACov : Actual Analysability Coverage. This measure of effectiveness (type
ratio) represents the percentage of errors correctly detected with respect
to the total number of errors in the domain model. Range: from 0% (no
error detected) to 100% (all the 5 errors were detected).

– AAEffc: Actual Analysability Efficiency. This measure (type ratio) rep-
resents the number of true errors that a subject can detect in an hour
(AACov/Time).

– PAEffv : Perceived Analysability Effectiveness. This measure (type ratio)
represents the percentage of errors that the subject believes to have de-
tected correctly. Range: from 0% to 100%.

– PAEffc: Perceived Analysability Efficiency. This measure (type interval)
represents the speed of error detection perceived by the subject. Range:
from 1 (very slowly) to 7 (very fast).

Modifiability measures:

– AMEffv : Actual Modifiability Effectiveness. This measure (type ratio) rep-
resents the percentage of modification tasks correctly performed by the
subjects. Range: from 0% to 100%.

– AMEffc: Actual Modifiability Efficiency. This derived measure (type ra-
tio, AMEffv/Time) represents the number of modification tasks correctly
performed by a subject in an hour.

– PMEffv : Perceived Modifiability Effectiveness. This measure (type ratio)
represents the percentage of modification tasks the subject believes to have
done correctly. Range: from 0% to 100%.

– PMEffc: Perceived Modifiability Efficiency. This measure (type interval)
represents the speed at which the subject believes to have completed the
tasks. Range: 1 (very slowly) to 7 (very fast).

Global measures of maintainability:

– Satisf : Satisfaction of the developers after completing the tasks of analysis
and modification. Type interval, based on a semantic-differential Likert
scale with 11 seven-point items.

3.2.2 Hypotheses

Based on the research questions of Section 3.1 and the defined measures, this
quasi-experiment includes the following hypotheses:

– Actual Analysability Precision (HAAPrec, RQ1)
– HAAPrec0: AAPrecTextual = AAPrecGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects are equally accurate in detecting errors with the
textual or the graphical notations, independently from the software ap-
plication developed.

– HAAPrecA: AAPrecTextual 6= AAPrecGraphical

– Actual Analysability Coverage (HAACov, RQ1)
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– HAACov0: AACovTextual = AACovGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-
main model, subjects detect the same number of errors with both no-
tations, independently from the software application developed.

– HAACovA: AACovTextual 6= AACovGraphical

– Actual Analysability Efficiency (HAAEffc, RQ1)
– HAAEffc0: AAEffcTextual = AAEffcGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects are equally efficient (AACov/Time) in detecting
errors with both notations, independently from the software application
developed.

– HAAEffcA: AAEffcTextual 6= AAEffcGraphical

– Actual Modifiability Effectiveness (HAMEffv, RQ1)
– HAMEffv0: AMEffvTextual = AMEffvGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects are equally effective in performing modifications
in the applications using both notations, independently from the soft-
ware application developed.

– HAMEffvA: AMEffvTextual 6= AMEffvGraphical

– Actual Modifiability Efficiency (HAMEffv, RQ1)
– HAMEffc0: AMEffcTextual = AMEffcGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects are equally efficient (AMEffv/Time) in perform-
ing modifications in the applications with both notations, indepen-
dently from the software application developed.

– HAMEffcA: AMEffcTextual 6= AMEffcGraphical

– Perceived Analysability Effectiveness (HPAEffv, RQ2)
– HPAEffv0: PAEffvTextual = PAEffvGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects believe to be equally effective in detecting errors
with both notations, independently from the the software application
developed.

– HPAEffvA: PAEffvTextual 6= PAEffvGraphical

– Perceived Analysability Efficiency (HPAEffc, RQ2)
– HPAEffc0: PAEffcTextual = PAEffcGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects believe to be equally efficient in detecting errors
with both notations, independently from the the software application
developed.

– HPAEffcA: PAEffcTextual 6= PAEffcGraphical

– Perceived Modifiability Effectiveness (HPMEffv, RQ2)
– HPMEffv0: PMEffvTextual = PMEffvGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects believe to be equally effective in performing mod-
ifications in the applications with both notations, independently from
the software application developed.

– HPMEffvA: PMEffvTextual 6= PMEffvGraphical

– Perceived Modifiability Efficiency (HPMEffc, RQ2)
– HPMEffc0: PMEffcTextual = PMEffcGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA do-

main model, subjects believe to be equally efficient in performing mod-
ifications in the applications with both notations, independently from
the software application developed.

– HPMEffcA: PMEffcTextual 6= PMEffcGraphical
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Table 5 Sensitivity Analysis of the design (desired power=0.8).

Dependent
Variables

# observa-
tions

Not η2 App η2

AAPrec, AA-
Cov, AAEffc

78 0.16 0.28

AMEffv, AM-
Effc

67 0.17 0.30

PAEffv, PA-
Effc, PMEffv,
PMEffc, Satisf.

57 0.33 -

– Maintainability Satisfaction (Analysability and Modifiability) (HSatisf, RQ3)
– HSatisf0: SatisfTextual = SatisfGraphical. Using the OOH4RIA domain

model, subjects feel equally satisfied with both notations when they
perform modifications in the applications, independently from the soft-
ware application developed.

– HSatisfA: SatisfTextual 6= SatisfGraphical

3.2.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Design

Last but not least, in order to validate our experimental setup, we conducted a
sensitivity analysis. Since our sample size is fixed (determined by the number of
students enrolled in the course) and cannot be changed, this analysis has served
us not to establish the adequate number of subjects but to qualify the meaning
of our results. In particular, the goal of this analysis is to ensure that not only
does the design of the experiment reject the null hypothesis with a degree
of confidence higher than 95% (α = 0.05), but also the design has sufficient
power to limit the risk of Type II errors (i.e., not rejecting the null hypothesis
when it is actually false). Cohen [4] suggests that the power of an analysis
should be greater than 0.7 to be useful. Following this recommendation, we
have established the power of the study to 0.8. With this value settled, it is
possible to calculate the effect size that is detectable in our study, that is,
how much the independent variable has to affect the dependent variable to
be detectable in our experimental setting. With ANOVA, the effect size is
measured through eta-squared (η2, see Table 5). All these calculations were
performed with G*Power 3.1.7 [8].

As we can observe in Table 5, the effect size detectable by our experiment
due to the change of notation for the AAPrec, AACov and AAEffc dependent
variables (78 valid observations) is 0.16. This value means that our experi-
mental design actually will detect -with 95% certainty- significant differences
between the notations (reject the null hypothesis) when the notation used is
responsible for at least 16% of the total variability in the dependent variable
(effect + error). On the contrary, we can be 80% sure that, if our analysis does
not reject the null hypothesis, it is because the notation is responsible for less
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than 16% of the variability of the dependent variable (and therefore, in prac-
tice, the effect of choosing one or other notation is not of great importance).

The same interpretation holds for the remaining values in Table 5.

As we can observe, the detectable notation effect sizes (which is our main
concern in this paper) are small enough to go on with the study, since this
means that, if we do not find statistical significant differences, we can be
reasonably sure that the real effect size of notation on the dependent variable
is of little concern, at least in the context tested in our study.

3.3 Operation and Data Gathering

We conducted this experiment during a practical session of the Design of
Software Systems course (2 hours). Prior to the experiment, the subjects had
provided data regarding their personal background and professional career,
including their previous experience with similar notations. Also, we made sure
that subjects received the appropriate training on both the notations and the
OIDE model editors before the experiment. The time devoted for training was
2 hours for each notation.

First, the subjects were communicated the application that they had to
download, and they performed the 20 tasks (10 using the graphical notation
and 10 using the textual notation). As mentioned before, in order to alleviate
the learning bias, the order in which they applied the notations was random-
ized inside each group. After completing the tasks, the subjects filled in a
post-experiment questionnaire that measured their subjective degree of effi-
ciency, effectiveness and satisfaction regarding the use of both notations in
the experiment.

In order to maintain the comparability of the results, during the experiment
we did not provide feedback to the participants about their performance in
the tasks. Moreover, during the experiment, the subjects were supervised by
two lecturers in order to control the interaction bias.

The objective measures (AEffc and AEffv) were calculated based on the
manual correction of the tasks. Such correction was performed by two lectur-
ers. For the students, this experiment was an assignment of the course. Some
subjects were not able to properly submit the results for all the tasks. For each
analysis, we only considered those subjects who submitted the results for all
the tasks associated to the analysis. For this reason, the degrees of freedom
vary between analysability and modifiability statistical analyses.

The data for the subjective measures was gathered by means of an online
questionnaire, created with Qualtrics (http://www.qualtrics.com/). Again,
some of the subjects did not complete the questionnaire. For this reason, the
degrees of freedom of the analyses of the subjective hypotheses also vary.

http://www.qualtrics.com/
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Table 6 Mean and standard deviation for each variable.

Var Textual Graphical TicketSeller MOOC

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

AAPrec 79.04 20.43 75.70 19.43 78.31 16.93 75.53 23.09

AACov 73.08 22.98 65.90 17.69 72.62 18.04 65.48 23.16

AAEffc 9.79 5.94 9.38 5.86 10.25 6.32 8.81 5.24

AMEffvR 84.04 19.72 83.16 20.19 76.22 15.76 78.24 14.55

AMEffc 20.39 8.66 14.59 8.17 17.70 9.38 17.45 8.54

PAEffv 79.65 17.21 76.84 18.82 79.31 16.21 76.43 20.81

PAEffc 4.09 1.29 4.40 1.49 4.25 1.46 4.24 1.18

PMEffv 84.38 2.72 83.09 2.80 83.19 19.92 84.29 20.02

PMEffc 4.89 0.17 4.94 0.21 4.76 1.53 5.07 1.13

Satisf 4.13 1.06 4.55 1.23 4.38 1.11 4.27 1.26

4 Data Analysis

The descriptive statistics corresponding to the measures used in this experi-
ment are presented in Table 6.

All the analyses described in this section were performed using PASW
(Predictive Analytics SoftWare, [32]) v18.

4.1 Scale Reliability

The first step of the analysis was the validation of the reliability of the Satisf
scale used in the experiment by means of a Cronbach’s Alpha test. This test
yielded a value of 0.942, in which all the elements contributed more than
0.3 to the general constructor. The resulting value indicates that the internal
consistency of the 11 scale items is very high. Therefore, we proceeded to
calculate its mean and use it as a global measure of Satisf.

4.2 General Issues

The kind of statistical analysis used in a two-way, mixed model ANOVA de-
sign requires that the dependent variables meet the following requirements: (1)
normality of the variables (the scores for each condition should be normally
distributed around the mean); (2) homogeneity of the variance (each popula-
tion, i.e., scores of the textual notation and scores of the graphical notation,
should have the same error variance); and (3) sphericity of the covariance
matrix (which ensures that the F ratios are adjusted to the F distribution).

In the following analyses all the assumptions have been checked. In case of
violation of any of these assumptions, the Greenhouse & Geisser’s adjustment
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to the ANOVA analysis has been applied. The design of the experiment is bal-
anced (i.e., similar number of observations in all the cells), which contributes
to the robustness of the analyses.

To perform the analyses we have applied a two-way mixed-design ANOVA
(α = 0.05), in which Not is the fixed intra-subject factor and App is the ran-
dom inter-subject factor. In order to facilitate the reading, Table 6 summarizes
the means and standard deviations of the measured variables, while Table 7
summarizes the results of the analyses. For all the analyses, the first step has
consisted in checking the interaction Not*App. Unless explicitly stated, such
interaction has been not significant (see Table 7), which means that we have
been able to safely examine the main effects of the two independent variables
(Not and App) with no need of qualifying the results. Also, in all the cases,
the App used has revealed itself as not significant, despite the small differences
found in the variable means (see Table 6). For the sake of space, from here
on we will therefore center on the analysis of the Not variable, which is the
central focus of this paper. Interested readers on the description of the whole
table are referred to the technical report that accompanies this paper, located
at the following URL: https://suma.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/TR_MTG.pdf.

4.3 RQ1: Objective Performance of the Notations

In order to answer to RQ1, five hypotheses have been analysed (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2), namely: HAAPrec, HAACov, HAAEffc, HAMEffv, HAMEffc.

4.3.1 Actual Analysability Precision

The actual precision of the subjects when they used the textual notation of
the OOH4RIA domain model for analysability tasks (M = 79.04, SD = 20.43)
is slightly higher than their precision when using the graphical notation (M =
75.70, SD = 19.43). However, this difference is not significant (F (1, 76) = 2.55,
MSE = 770.38, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.033)

4.3.2 Actual Analysability Coverage

For the Not variable, the actual coverage of the subjects when they use the
textual notation for analysability tasks (M = 73.08, SD = 22.98) is higher
than the coverage when they use the graphical notation (M = 65.90, SD =
17.69). This difference is significant (F (1, 76) = 9.009, MSE = 2134.86, p <
0.05, η2 = 0.106).

These results are illustrated in Figure 1. In this chart, the proximity of the
lines corresponding to each application shows that the type of the application
was not significant for the results. The influence of the Not variable can be
appreciated from the line slopes (a lack of influence would mean approximately
flat lines). Finally, the fact that the slope of both lines goes in the same
direction means that the interaction Not*App is not significant. The same
clues apply to interpret the rest of the charts in this paper.

https://suma.dlsi.ua.es/ooh4ria/TR_MTG.pdf
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Fig. 1 Actual Analysability Coverage

4.3.3 Actual Analysability Efficiency

For the Not variable, the actual efficiency of the subjects when they use the
textual notation (M = 9.79, SD = 5.94) is almost equal to their efficiency
when they use the graphical notation (M = 9.38, SD = 5.86). This difference
is not significant (F (1, 76) = 0.399, MSE = 9.474, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.005).

4.3.4 Actual Modifiability Effectiveness

The HAMEffv hypothesis is the only case in which the interaction Not*App
is significant (F (1, 65) = 9.483, MSE = 1600.813, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.127, see
Table 7). Therefore we must treat the individual effects of Not and App with
precaution.

For the Not variable, the actual effectiveness of the subjects when they use
the textual notation for modifiability tasks (M = 84.04, SD = 19.72) is slightly
higher than their effectiveness when they use the graphical notation (M =
83.16, SD = 20.19). However, the difference is not significant (F (1, 65) =
0.288, MSE = 48.574, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.004).
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Fig. 2 Actual Modifiability Efficiency

4.3.5 Actual Modifiability Efficiency

For the Not variable, the actual efficiency of the subjects when they use the
textual notation of the OOH4RIA domain model to support the maintainabil-
ity tasks (M = 20.39, SD = 8.66) is higher than their efficiency when they use
the graphical notation (M = 14.59, SD = 8.17). In this case, the difference is
significant (F (1, 65) = 14.906, MSE = 1114.743, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.187).

The obtained results are illustrated in Figure 2.

4.4 RQ2: Subjective Performance of the Notations

In order to answer to RQ2, four hypotheses have been analysed (see Sec-
tion 3.2.2), namely: HPAEffv, HPAEffc, HPMEffv, and HPMEffc.

4.4.1 Perceived Analysability Effectiveness

For the Not variable, the effectiveness perceived by the subjects when they
use the textual notation for analysability tasks (M = 79.65, SD = 17.21) is
slightly higher than the effectiveness perceived when they use the graphical
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notation (M = 76.84, SD = 18.82). However, the difference is not significant
(F (1, 55) = 2.003, MSE = 327.16, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.035).

4.4.2 Perceived Analysability Efficiency

For the Not variable, the efficiency perceived by the subjects when they use
the textual notation of the OOH4RIA domain model for analysability tasks
(M = 4.09, SD = 1.29) is slightly lower than the efficiency perceived when they
use the graphical notation (M = 4.40, SD = 1.49). However, this difference is
not significant (F (1, 55) = 1.80, MSE = 2.23, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.032).

4.4.3 Perceived Modifiability Effectiveness

For the Not variable, the effectiveness perceived by the subjects when they use
the textual notation of the OOH4RIA domain model for modifiability tasks
(M = 84.38, SD = 2.72) is slightly higher than the perceived effectiveness
when they use the graphical notation (M = 83.09, SD = 2.80). The difference
is not significant (F (1, 55) = 0.225, MSE = 44.121, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.004).

4.4.4 Perceived Modifiability Efficiency

For the Not variable, the efficiency perceived by the subjects when they use
the textual notation of the OOH4RIA domain model for the modifiability
tasks (M = 4.89, SD = 0.17) is approximately equal to the efficiency when
they use the graphical notation (M = 4.94, SD = 0.21). This difference is not
significant (F (1, 55) = 0.036, MSE = 0.55, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.001).

4.5 RQ3: Satisfaction of the Notations

Finally, for the Not variable, the satisfaction of the subjects when they use the
textual notation for maintainability tasks (be them analysability or modifia-
bility tasks) (M = 4.13, SD = 1.06) is slightly lower than the satisfaction of
using the graphical notation (M = 4.55, SD = 1.23). However, the difference
is not significant (F (1, 55) = 3.531, MSE = 5.652, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.060).

If we look back at table 6, we can observe how, for the two notationally
significant variables (AACov and AMEffc), the textual notation was associated
with better performance.

4.6 Threats to the Validity of the Study

The analysis of the threats to the validity of the study assesses the circum-
stances under which our experiment is applicable and offers benefits, and the
ones under which our experiment may not be representative. Cook distin-
guishes four types of threats [5]: conclusion, internal, construct and external
threats. Subsequently, we briefly discuss them.
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Table 7 Summary of results.

Var p-values Effect size (eta-squared)

Not*App Not App Not*App η2 Not η2 App η2

AAPrec 0.577 0.114 0.385 0.04 0.033 0.01

AACov 0.209 0.004 0.085 0.021 0.106 0.039

AAEffc 0.159 0.53 0.188 0.026 0.005 0.023

AMEffv 0.003 0.593 0.397 0.127 0.004 0.011

AMEffc 0.716 ¡0.0001 0.944 0.002 0.187 0

PAEffv 0.285 0.163 0.507 0.021 0.035 0.008

PAEffc 0.647 0.185 0.969 0.004 0.032 0

PMEffv 0.566 0.367 0.821 0.006 0.004 0.01

PMEffc 0.698 0.850 0.318 0.003 0.001 0.018

Satisf 0.502 0.066 0.58 0.008 0.060 0.006

The threats to the conclusion validity refer to issues that affect the ca-
pacity of drawing a correct statistic conclusion about the relationships between
the treatments (i.e., the type of notation and application) and the outcome of
the experiment (i.e., efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction of developers). In
order to mitigate these threats, in our study, we have performed a sensibility
analysis that, given our sample size, ensures a power = 0.8 for effect sizes
larger than 0.16 (analysability), 0.17 (modifiability) and 0.19 (satisfaction).
Furthermore, we have verified the main assumptions of the statistic tests and
we have applied the adjustments required to fulfil them. We would like to pin-
point that the use of 5- or 7-item Likert scales is a controversial topic in the
scientific community. However, the use of ANOVA, which has a high degree
of robustness regarding the ordinality and non-normality of the scales [31],
significantly mitigates this threat. Moreover, we have checked the reliability of
the only scale used in the experiment, i.e., the satisfaction scale. Last but not
least, we have created an experimental package that standardises the applica-
tion of treatments to subjects. The use of a homogeneous group of subjects
and the absence of unexpected events during the stage of data gathering also
contribute to the conclusion validity of our experiment.

The threats of the internal validity refer to the possibility of the existence
of hidden factors, i.e., out of control in the experiment, which may provide
alternative explanations for the result. In order to mitigate this risk, in our
experiment, all the subjects except two participated in the study, so that there
is no selection bias apart from the one inherent to the quasi-experiments. The
subjects applied both treatments with different tasks, so that the biases of
maturity, demoralisation and compensatory rivalry are limited. Moreover, two
lecturers supervised the experimental process in order to limit the interaction
bias.
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The threats to the construct validity refer to the risks that the treat-
ments do not correctly capture the theoretical causal construct, or that the
dependent measures do not correctly capture the theoretical effect construct.
In our case, the application of the treatments to more than one system limits
the mono-operation bias, while the change of order applied to the treatments
limit the effect of the possible interaction between treatments. We did not
discuss the hypothesis of study before conducting the experiment and we pro-
vided explicit instructions to the facilitators to keep neutral and do not express
their preferences between treatments. The main construct validity threat in
this experiment is the mono-method bias: the theoretical constructs (efficiency,
effectiveness and satisfaction) were measured with only one measure type. This
was partially mitigated by choosing measures that are frequently employed in
literature for the same purposes.

Finally, the threats to the external validity refer to the capacity of gen-
eralisation of the results to the general population. Our sample (i.e., 3rd year
students of the Computer Engineering degree) is a weak representative of the
population of software developers in business environments. In addition, the
conditions of the test under which we conducted the experiment (in a class-
room, under exam conditions) do not reflect the conditions of a working envi-
ronment. Unfortunately this is a common situation for this type of experiments
[29]. Furthermore, due to time constraints, we defined simplified versions of
the applications, which do not reflect the complexity of some of the systems
developed in the industry. We partially mitigated this risk by using partial
domain models that were part of real projects. Last but not least, the use of
two specific concrete syntaxes (UML vs a typical OO language syntax), with
specific language characteristics, prevents us from extending the conclusions
to textual vs graphical languages in general. Such generalization will only be
possible after several replications of the study with different exponents of both
notation types have been made.

5 Discussion

Our data analysis (see Table 7) shows how, for junior software developers and
small domain models, the use of a textual notation significantly improves the
analysability coverage: subjects using a textual notation found 73.08% of the
total errors, while they only found 65.90% when using a graphical notation.
Moreover, they perceived this improvement, although somehow attenuated:
they thought they had correctly found 79.65% of the errors with the textual
notation, and 76.84% with the graphical notation. These results are aligned
with the claims made by authors such as [16,14,12,36], as it was discussed in
Section 2. Our contribution in this sense has been to provide empirical data
that now support such claims.

The data also shows that subjects were significantly more efficient per-
forming modifications over the textual notation (20.39 successfully completed
tasks per hour) rather than over the graphical notation (14.59 tasks success-
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fully completed per hour). This finding is also aligned with claims made by
some authors [12,36]. Nevertheless, subjects felt slightly more efficient with
the graphical notation (4.94 over 7) than with the textual notation (4.89 over
7). It also draws the attention that subjects, when expressing their global sat-
isfaction with the notations, still prefer a graphical one: for the Satisf variable
the differences between notations are almost significant (p=0.06, barely over
the 0.05 α threshold, see Table 7). Otherwise stated, data reveals how junior
developers’ intuition may drive them towards using a graphical notation, de-
spite the fact that textual ones show slight benefits in objective terms. This
fact is aligned with Meyer’s claims [30] about the superior attractiveness of
graphical notations.

We believe that this may be partly due to the way the Software Engineer-
ing curricula at universities fosters the use of graphical modelling languages
for the definition of software domain models, while giving -at least in our case-
little attention to textual alternatives. We might reconsider the reasons why
we prefer to teach graphical models, such as UML class diagrams, over tex-
tual models, which, under some conditions, can improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of designers, as shown by our data. This consideration has been also
introduced by other authors such as Hutchinson et al. [13].

Our study also reveals that, given the relatively small explanatory power
(effect size) of the notation variable in maintainability gains (see Table 7),
even if AACov and AMEff are significantly affected by the notation used,
maintainability gains seem not to be big enough to justify on their own a
change of notation in software development processes. This somehow qualifies
the advantages of textual languages over graphical ones reported in literature:
although we agree with all the authors mentioned in Section ?? in that they
exist, now we can say that, according to our data, their impact -at least with
the kind of developers and projects used in our study- is quite small.

For all the hypotheses that could not be rejected, the sensitivity analysis
performed (see Sect. 3.2.3) indicates that the effect size of notation over these
dependent variables is relatively small (lower than 0.16 for AAPrec and AA-
Effc, lower than 0.17 for AMEffv, and lower than 0.19 for PAEffv, PAEffc,
PMEffv, PMEffc, Satisf). This is also a useful piece of information for practi-
tioners: even if junior developers detect slightly more errors and correct errors
quicker with textual notations, is this enough to justify the cost and effort
involved in changing the notation in which a software project is modelled?
This question is even more tricky if we take into account that these gains need
to be qualified by the subjective greater satisfaction of the developers with
the graphical notation, which, given the nature of the development work, may
hamper the achievement of the purported gains in case of forcing such change.

6 Conclusions & Future Work

This study compares the impact of a textual and a graphical notation on the
analysability and modifiability of domain models. For this purpose, we have
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defined a set of variables that allowed us to measure the efficiency, effective-
ness and satisfaction of junior developers with each notation. Subjects in the
experiment performed significantly better both for analysability coverage and
modifiability efficiency with a textual notation, while none of the measures was
significantly in favor of graphical notations. Despite this, subjects showed a
slight preference towards the graphical notation of the domain models used in
the experiment. The most relevant threat to the validity of our results is that
the quasi-experiment was performed with students and small models (external
threat). Our next step will therefore be to replicate the experiment with more
complex models and more experienced software developers. Also important,
we plan to perform a set of replications in which other textual and graphical
languages (based on different DSL’s) are tested. By replicating and sharing
the results of these studies, we hope that in the future it will be possible to
analyze the relationship between the cognitive dimensions of the different lan-
guages used in this family of experiments (which are affected by the cognitive
principles applied for their design [28]) and maintainability.
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